This text discusses the structural peculiarities of railway term formation in the English language. The authors, Tetiana A. Kuptsova and Iryna A. Koliieva, focus on the linguistic features of railway terminology, particularly in the context of word formation (suffixation and prefixation). They analyze the English railway terminology, highlighting the most common types of terms and their formation processes.
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**The Structural Peculiarities of Railway Term Formation in the English Language**

The structural peculiarities of the railway term formation are investigated in the article. It is demonstrated that the most common ways of the one component railway term formation are suffixation and prefixation. The prefixation-suffixation type is a less productive way of the word building. Compound words proved to form a large group of the railway terms. The relations among the components of a compound word represent a specific type of semantic and structural relations of the word in a word combination, where the terms which consist of «noun+noun», «adjective+noun» predominate. In the system of the English railway terminology among the component terms the most widespread are nouns that explain that nouns define processes, equipment, devices, and objects. In the process of the affixation term building the semantics of a derived word is defined by an affix that is why an affix can bear a particular word building meaning. But having definite motivational relations between a derivative and a derived word the semantics of the derived word is not always determined by the meanings of its components. Deciding the semantics of a derived term many factors should be taken into consideration: conversion, the peculiarities of a compound word, polysemy etc. It should be underlined that morphological or affixation type of the term forming is based on the principles of word building of the literary language.
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**Introduction.** It is widely acknowledged to determine the trends of the development of modern linguistics and it is essential to be aware of the processes of modeling of the word origin in specific subject matters. Any field of knowledge can not dispense with its own terminology nominating its concept. Study of the term formation is a priority area of the modern terminology.

**Theoretical Background.** As it is stated by the linguists the primary reason for the study of terminology was both self-acting, like the reason for technology, and theoretical, like the reason behind the beginning of science. During the synchronous knowledge increase and the technology growth and communications stretching in the eighteenth century, terminology was seen as «a necessary tool for overcoming some of the difficulties associated with these multiple developments» [8, p. 2]. It should be noted that in the twentieth century terminology has received a scientific character while simultaneously being identified as some socially essential activities. The specialists note the terminology as the discipline referred to as the study and composition of specialized terms is not a new branch of study, but only recently has it been methodically evolved, with complete reflection of its rules, bases and methods. Its social and political significance has also now been realized on both the international and the national level [8, p.4].
In accordance with generally accepted definition a term is a sign of the special semiotic system that performs the function of definition to express a concept. It is a complex dialectical phenomena, which combines inherently coexisting language substrate and logical superstrate of a term, and its own terminological nature (scientific, scientific-technical) meaning [3, p. 74]. The scientists say that the word terminology refers to at least three different notions. Firstly, there are the principles and conceptual foundations that influence the terms study. Secondly, there are the general rules which are used in the study of terminology, and thirdly, there is the series of terms of a separate special topic [8, p. 6]. It can be pointed out that in its primary meaning, terminology is commonly understood as an interdisciplinary branch that refers to «the naming of concepts of particular subjects, and their realization in linguistic or other forms» [8, p. 7].

Therefore, there is no individual scientific approach to terminology, but few ones. According to the extended opinion the three most vital approaches are: speaking about linguistics terminology is a part of the particular lexicon that is distinguished by subject and pragmatic features; speaking about scientific-technical disciplines terminology is the formal consideration of their conceptual structure and a basic means of expression and communication; speaking about the user terminology is a set of useful communicative units which must be evaluated from the point of view of economy, precision and suitability of expression» [8, p.12].

A term represents a real linguistic object with the common and specific features of a language system. It has all lexical-semantic and formal features of the words and word combinations of a natural language. A term refers to a part of speech; it has word-formative and word-changeable potential, paradigmatic and syntagmatic properties and features. As a term has a language origin, it refers to a certain language to determine a special notion (scientific, scientific-technical), and it refers to definite systems of terms (lexical-semantic field). Being a system unit of a particular lexical semantic field, a term engages in the system of the paradigmatic syntagmatic relations with other terms and also with the parts of scientific and literature language [4, 11].

The term science has acknowledged that a term is intended not only to express the scientific concept but to be a unique instrument of cognition and knowledge.

Comparing the terms and other words it should be underlined that the former ones have such peculiarities as follows: accuracy, unambiguity, independence from the context. An important feature of a term, especially in the scientific-technical literature, is absence of emotional issue. But some scientists emphasize that the linguistic style of the English scientific-technical literature «accepts» some imagery which there is no in the Ukrainian texts. We cannot but agree with G. Yatel that the scientific-technical terminology (including the railway one) is different [7, p. 212]. It includes:

1) a considerable number of commonly-used words, which in addition to their main meaning have a specific (terminological) meaning. For example, a widely used word field (an area of land) in computer science means a space where you can type information in computer program, in sport it is the team throwing ball, in basic science it has the meaning of a subject one studies or type of work, while in railway terminology it is a magnetic flux induced by electricity flowing through the field coils and some others;

2) general technical terms used in several branches of science and technology. For example, commutator: in electricity – a device for reversing the direction of a current or a cylindrical ring or disk assembly of conducting members, individually insulated in a supporting structure with an exposed surface for contact with current; in mathematics – an element equal to the product of two given elements in a group multiplied on the right by the product of the inverses of the elements;

3) special terms belonging only to one field of science or technology. For example, axle is a supporting member that carries a wheel and rotates with the wheel to transmit mechanical power to or from it, or allows the wheel to rotate freely on it.

The object of our investigation is the study of the basic methods of forming of the railway terms in the English language. The following questions guided the study:

- to determine common peculiarities and the functions of a term in the scientific language;
- to identify the main requirements to this group of the words;
- to investigate which affixes predominate in the railway term building;
- to determine the relations among the components of a compound term.

The analysis of the latest research. For many years scientists (S. V. Griniov, V. A. Tatatinov, G. P. Yatel, V. M. Leichik, V. P. Danilenko, Cabré M. Teresa, H. Marchand and others) have made the attempts to classify the main ways of the forming of the new terms. To sum up their investigations the following structural ways of term forming should be pointed out: the semantic one (when a word or a word combination of a common language is used as a term); the morphological way (a term forming with the help of affixes); the morpholo-syntectical one (a new term is built by compounding of two stems); the syntactical one (that is forming of a term with the help of cutting the stems of the words). S. V. Griniov underlines that the most productive way of the term formation is the syntactical one, as compound terms prevail over one-word terms. The scientist writes that investigating the European languages he came to the conclusion that 60-90 per cent of the modern terms are formed by compounding words to produce a new meaning [2].

Methods. In the research process of the formation of the railway terminology we applied the method of general scientific dialectical approach of cognition, component analysis, and analytical approach.

Results and Discussion. It is recalled all terminological systems, including the term system of railway terms, consist of lexical units of two main types: one-component and multi-component terms. Derived railway terms are formed by means of some typical English word-forming models: with the help of prefixes (discharge), suffixes (suspension), prefixes and suffixes (semiconductor). It should be underlined that suffixes and prefixes do not play the same part in the word building process. In most cases suffixes are engaged in forming one part of speech from the other. Prefixes, on the contrary, form one part of speech from the other only sometimes. Generally they form new words of the same part of speech: connect – disconnect.

The most active prefixes used in forming the railway noun and adjective terms are after- – afterburning, aftercooler, afterdripping; anti- – противо-: antiknock, antirattler, antidrum, antifriction, de- – де-, роз-: decoupling, decrease, debarkation, debooster, decelerate, deflooding, defomerter, depressed, derauling; dis- – роз-: disabled, disadjust, disalignment, disassemble, discharge, disconnectable, disjoin, displacement, disused;

inter- – між-, взаємо-: intercooler, interlayer, interleaves, interlinkage, interlock, interpolation, interspace, intertie;

mis- – не- (заперечне значення): misadjustment, misalignment, misconnection, misfire, mishandling, misoperation, misregulation, misrouting;
Compound technical terms are formed by means of the compounding morphological method of word building when two or more words are linked together to form a new meaning. As a rule the roots are free morphemes. It means that compound words are formed of the independent words in such case: crosstie, flagman, flywheel. A compound word is formed of the word stems which are in particular structural and semantic relations. The relations among the components of a compound word represent a specific type of semantic and structural relations of a word in a word combination. But the feature of an object or phenomenon is identified differently while determining and denoting it. According to their structure such types of words are close to the word combinations.

In the morpheme structure of the nouns of railway terms there are such suffixes as -tion (usually added to a verb to form a noun), -or, -er, -ing, -sion, -ment, -ance, -ure, -ry, -ty:

- **-tion**: acceleration, containerization, friction, junction, motion, obiteration, vibration, motion, suspension.
- **-or**: accumulator, generator, actuator, compressor, alternator, rotor, conductor, radiator, motor.
- **-er**: amplifier, choker, pier, girder, buffer, cantilever, retarder, commuter, converter, fastener.
- **-ing**: coupling, braiding, bearing, cowling, packing, dimming, gearing, binding, buckling.
- **-sion**: abrasion, adhesion, transmission, suspension, collision, accumulation, catenation.
- **-ment**: abutment, alignment, arrangement, abolishment, adjustment, movement, compartment, treatment.
- **-ance**: allowance, adherence, conductance, coherence, resistance, maintenance.
- **-ure**: armature, admixture, curvature, pressure, substructure.
- **-ry**: battery, catenary.
- **-ty**: capacity, ability, accessibility, capability, safety, irregularity density, velocity.

Analyzing the term adjectives we came to the conclusion that they are also widely used to modify equipment, machinery, techniques, devices and technical processes. The productive suffixes of the word-forming adjectives include the following ones:

- **-al**: additional, axial, vertical, manual, helical.
- **-ic**: adhesive, conductive, permissive, selective, abrasive.
- **-able and -ible**: adjustable, movable, accessible, admissible.
- **-ic**: automatic, electric, specific, dynamic, magnetic.
- **-ary**: auxiliary, accessory, subsidiary.

Compound technical terms are formed by means of the compounding morphological method of word building when two or more words are linked together to form a new meaning. As a rule the roots are free morphemes. It means that compound words are formed of the independent words in such case: crosstie, flagman, flywheel. A compound word is formed of the word stems which are in particular structural and semantic relations. The relations among the components of a compound word represent a specific type of semantic and structural relations of a word in a word combination. But the feature of an object or phenomenon is identified differently while determining and denoting it. According to their structure such types of words are close to the word combinations as they consist of the combinations of the words. Regardless to their form (some of the terms are written as one word, others with a hyphen) compound terms keep their semantic form. In compound words the main semantic stress is on their last element and they have the subordinate semantic link between the compounds. Marchand underlines that all compound words can be explained through their syntactic relations underlying in their stem.

Analyzing compound railway terms it should be underlined that the model with a noun as a second component is the most widespread in the English railway terminology: axlebox, gearbox, railway, swing-motion. The model N+N is widely used in railway compounds: barframe, baseplate, bachbox, wheelbase, brakeblock, cargocontainer, carhouse, handrail, flywheel. The model A+N: deadline, freeway, sunk-screw, single-arm, semaphore arm is also productive one.

Conversion (word building without affixes) is also used in word building of the technical terms. New terms are formed without changing basic forms of the words, which they derived from. In other words a word form is transferred into another lexico-grammatical principal features (paradigm) of a new part of speech, but with the same lexical meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>brake</td>
<td>n. a machine element for applying friction to a moving surface to slow it down or bring it to rest;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brake</td>
<td>v. to slow or stop by pressing against the wheel;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tie</td>
<td>n. a beam that holds two rails a set distance apart and provides a wider footing for tracks;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tie</td>
<td>v. to fasten together two ends of long rails;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switch</td>
<td>n. a device for enabling railway car to pass from one track to another;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switch</td>
<td>v. to move by using a switch;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speed</td>
<td>n. fast movement of traffic;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speed</td>
<td>v. to move or go fast;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheel</td>
<td>n. a circular frame with a hub at the center for attachment to an axle, about which it may revolve and bear a load;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheel</td>
<td>v. to move an object with wheels under it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion. As it was mentioned above the terms are the parts of a definite terminological system of a language. Being a component part of the language vocabulary the terms express a specific meaning, that characterizes a narrow professional or scientific area, its definitions, concepts and meanings. That is why it should be underlined that the function of a term in the scientific and technological texts provides a precise definition of the real objects and phenomenon determining monosemantic understanding of the definite information by the specialists. Hence a range of requirements to this group of the words is the following: 1. A term must have a defined meaning; this feature determines its place in a system of a scientific and technical field. 2. A term must have a monosemous meaning. 3. One term should correspond to one meaning. We cannot help agreeing with the scientists who consider that figurative meaning, that is often connected with the root of the word, does not play any independent connotative part in the scientific and technical texts.

The investigation have provided evidence that the most common ways of the one component railway term formation are suffixation and prefixation. The prefixation-suffixation type is less productive way of the word building. Compound words proved to form a large group of the railway terms. The relations among the components of a compound word represent a specific type of semantic and structural relations of the word in a word combination, where the terms which consist of «noun+noun», «adjective+noun» predominate. In the system of the English railway terminology among one component terms the most widespread are nouns, that is explained that nouns define processes, equipment, devices, objects.

It is quite obvious that knowledge of the structural peculiarities of terms is significant issue as it provides an opportunity to predict the further development of any terminological system. Undoubtedly this knowledge will help cope with the task of translation.
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